Accessories, Critters & One-of-a-kind Objects
To create a layered, atmospheric room, well-chosen accessories are the key to adding
singular personality to an interior. If you are a globe-trotter, then you probably have
already purchased accessories or artifacts to embellish your distinctive spaces. For those
who do not have the luxury of time to travel to exotic places, there’s the new Currey &
Company Accessory Collection. Launched in October 2018, we are adding to the collection
with sixty-nine new pieces. W e are also debuting one-of-a-kind and vintage objects that
will only be available during April High Point Market—no images will be made available for
these unique pieces so they are a must-see.
It’s the call of the wild as we introduce a menagerie of critters to the accessory collection.
R h i n o s , b u l l s , a n d d u c k s - - - o h m y! T h e a n i m a l s a r e m a d e o f c a s t a l u m i n u m a n d c o m e i n a
variety of sizes and finishes. W e think this touch of whimsy is something we all need in
today’s world.

Balius Decorative Horse

Perri Ducks

Make like Helen of Troy and choose our Balius Decorative Horse to stand guard over your
favorite tablescape. Made of composite that has been treated to a gold flecked iron finish,
the Etruscan feel of this decorative sculpture will bring a classical smartness to any space.

W himsical enough to be the perfect decorative accessory for a child’s bedroom, though
charming enough to waddle its way into the den or living room, our Perri Gold Duck
Collection is made of cast aluminum in a gold finish. Not only will it gleam in its spot on a
tabletop tableau, it will win the hearts of anyone who finds it peering from the shelves. The
Perri comes in several sizes.

Sampson Silver Bulls

Kano Black Rhino

W ith its stylized shape that could have sprung from the mind of an abstract artist, our
Sampson Silver Bulls are cheeky creatures made of cast aluminum that have been treated
to a textured silver finish.
Place our Kano Black Large Rhino on a shelf or atop a stack of coffee-table books and
watch its dark silhouette make a commanding statement. The decorative sculpture is made
of cast aluminum that has been finished in a textured matte black.
No overseas trip for the Currey & Company Design Team would be complete without a little
shopping. W hile in India, the hunt for vintage and antique items is de rigueur. India, like
most countries in modern times, has left old things behind. This is a benefit for anyone
looking for antiques, and Currey & Company has done the heavy lifting to make collecting
a breeze. Most of the vintage wooden items we sourced come from an antiques dealer
outside of New Delhi. They include household items such as bowls, cups, butter pots, food
storage containers; and children’s toys.
The Chinese one-of-a-kind ceramics are produced by a very small shop in a remote village.
First noticed by Brownlee Currey in a garden shop, the hunt for their origin led him to the
pottery studio of Mr. Ruan, who creates quirky products inspired by the beauty of nature.

The shop has only five craftsmen – a master, two students and two helpers. Made of
earthenware, the pieces are hand-built using primitive techniques of coiling, pinching and
slab work. Products are also thrown on a wheel and fired at very high temperatures or fired
multiple times. Many of the designs are used as bonsai containers, so there is a strong
Japanese influence to these pieces. This pottery is purely decorative and not to be used
for food. W e think they make fabulous interior accents.
So, any sophisticated design-o-phile searching for distinctive treasures will find an array
of accessories with notable character in the Currey & Company showroom this spring.

